18X SAPA Profiles

SAPAs are a group of Dartmouth Students invested in providing informed, empathic, and empowerment based support to students impacted by sexual and gender-based violence. They have completed a comprehensive training program and are equipped with specialized knowledge in gender-based violence, campus resources, and providing positive, peer-advocacy support to fellow students. If you or your friends have been affected by sexual assault or intimate partner violence, SAPAs are a trained peer resource available to help you.

Anisha Ariff
Class Year: 2019
Major/Minor: Government & Middle Eastern Studies
Hometown: Phoenix, Arizona
Affiliations: SAPA, UGA, SPCSA, MAV, 4A, Tour Guide
Email: anisha.ariff.19@dartmouth.edu
SAPA since: 16S

Jennifer Lopez
Class Year: 2020
Major: Computer Science modified w/ Digital Art
Minor: Studio Art and Spanish
Hometown: Chicago, IL (West Side :))
Short Bio: I'm a queer Latina. I’m from a family of seven, so I have four younger sisters. I love star gazing, reading new books, and any type of art in general!
Affiliations: Epsilon Kappa Theta, Latina Heritage Month Committee, D-STEP, FUERZA, SAPA
Interesting fact: I don’t know how to swim! But no worries, I will learn before graduating :D
Email: jennifer.lopez.20@dartmouth.edu
Phone: 331-301-8520
SAPA Since: 18S

Alex Grasso
Class Year: 2020
Major/Minor: History major, government minor
Hometown: New York City
Bio: My favorite things are spending time with the people I love, eating food, and listening to music (or podcasts)
Fun fact: I know morse code
Affiliations: MAV, SPCSA, Planned Parenthood Generation Action, KDE
Email: alexandra.r.grasso.20@dartmouth.edu
Phone: 212-671-2204
SAPA since: 18S
Lex Kang
Class Year: 2021
Major/Minor: Economics
Hometown: Seoul, Korea
Fun fact: My birthday is the same as my mother’s!
Affiliations: Mock Trial, Sexperts, The Dartmouth, Humans of Dartmouth
Email: lex.kang.21@dartmouth.edu
Phone: 857-331-3204
SAPA since: 18S

Kyle Sullivan
Class Year: 2020
Major/Minor: Ecological Biology/ Earth Science
Hometown: Higganum, Connecticut
Fun fact: I am super obsessed with sharks and ocean life, and will talk for far too long about them.
Affiliations: SAPA, OLE, AXA, Hill Winds Society
Email: Kyle.H.Sullivan.20@dartmouth.edu
Phone: 860-807-5277
SAPA since: 18S

Katie Carithers
Class Year: 2020
Major/Minor: English with a creative writing concentration/WGSS
Hometown: Atlanta, Georgia
Short Bio: I grew up in Georgia and get excited when it snows. I love reading and creative writing. I like walking around Pine Park with friends and going on diner tours with CnT. I am here if you ever want to talk!
Affiliations: Rude Mechanicals, Alpha Xi Delta, MAV
Email: katherine.m.carithers.20@dartmouth.edu
Phone: 678-736-9479
SAPA since: 18S

Katrina Keating
Class Year: 2020
Hometown: Hillsborough, CA
Short Bio: I’ve lived in both the Sierra Nevada Foothills and a suburb of San Francisco, so I’m both a country girl and a city girl. I love spending time outside, but I also love exploring San Francisco and looking for bookstores (I love to read!). I’m here for you if you ever want to talk!
Affiliations: Aquinas House, Dartmouth Outing Club
Interesting fact: Dartmouth’s similarity to Hogwarts influenced my college decision (My freshman year’s Winter Carnival was a dream come true!)
Email: katrina.m.keating.20@dartmouth.edu
SAPA since: 17S
Anne Pinkney
Class Year: 2020
Major/Minor: History/Hispanic Studies
Hometown: Rochester, NY
Short Bio (~2 sentences): Hi! I'm Anne and I'm from a farm in upstate New York. I love visiting art museums and hiking with my dog.
Affiliations: MAV, SPCSA, Model UN, SVPP Student Advisory Board
Interesting fact: I love Wes Anderson films!
Email: Anne.Y.Pinkney.20@dartmouth.edu
Phone (optional): (585) 880-7394
SAPA since: 17S

Grace Anderson
Class Year: 2020
Major: Government, Minor: Biology and Spanish
Hometown: Chicago, IL
Short Bio: I love baking/cooking, cuddling with my cat and watching The Office (and have seen it in full three times).
Affiliations: Dartmouth EMS, Club Tennis, KKG, Patient Support Corps
Interesting fact: I am a klutz, I've broken my arm 4 times and gotten stitches 3 times.
Email: Grace.E.Anderson.20@dartmouth.edu
Phone: 312-547-9393
SAPA since: 18S

Hannah Hua
Class Year: 2020
Major/Minor: Economics, Hispanic Studies
Hometown: Bethesda, Maryland
Short Bio: I was born in New Jersey, grew up in the Philippines, and finished high school in Maryland before heading to Dartmouth. I love music, puppies, and second floor Foco!
Affiliations: SAPA, SPCSA, SVPP, Christian Union
Interesting fact:
Email: hannah.f.hua.20@dartmouth.edu
SAPA since: 17S

Natalie Vaughan
Class Year: 2020
Major/Minor: English/History
Hometown: Cape Elizabeth, Maine
Short Bio (~2 sentences): I grew up in New England, so I'm really into hiking, XC skiing, and spending time on the water. I also love writing and my cats.
Affiliations: DOC, Sigma Delta, RWIT
Interesting fact: I have four cats (there were five at one point)
Email: Natalie.A.Vaughan.20@dartmouth.edu
Phone (optional): (207) 939-4635
SAPA since: 17S
Michael Robelo
Class Year: 2020
Major/Minor: Computer Science modified with Linguistics, Spanish Minor
Hometown: Miami, FL
Affiliations: Chi Gamma Epsilon, SOAP Board, SPECTRA
Interesting fact: Spanish was my first language
Email: michael.a.robelo.ii.20@dartmouth.edu
Phone: 786-376-2210
SAPA since: 18S

Maanav Jalan
Class Year: 2019
Major: English, Minor: Biology
Hometown: Dibrugarh, India
Short Bio: I enjoy quiet places, soft blankets, mild weather, and sexual violence free college campuses.
Affiliations: none
Email: maanav.jalan.19@dartmouth.edu
SAPA since: 16S.

Caroline Lee
Class Year: 2020
Major/Minor: Government and French major
Hometown: Chicago
Short Bio: I was born in Tokyo but spent my entire life in the suburbs of Chicago. I am interested in international finance and law; not sure what I’m going to do with my life yet though. I spent 17F in Paris for an FSP, but I’m excited to return back to campus!
Affiliations: World Outlook, Dartmouth Political Times, Club Ski
Interesting fact: The day I was born, there was an earthquake and it started snowing (which is a rare occurrence in Tokyo)
Email: Caroline.K.Lee.20@dartmouth.edu
Phone (optional): (630)7503358
SAPA since: 2017

Ben Dobbins
Class Year: 2018
Major/Minor: Electrical Engineering Major
Hometown: Falmouth Maine
Short Bio: I love reading and ultimate frisbee and being out in the woods. I greatly prefer the winter months to the summer heat, but love being in New England year round!
Affiliations: Unaffiliated
Interesting fact: I work at a kelp farm on my off terms.
Email: Benjamin.l.dobbins.18@dartmouth.edu
Phone: 207-400-6625
SAPA since: 2015